Let's save lives with a Remote Patient
Monitoring System that enables monitoring
and delivery of critical diagnostic assistance
to patients, even in the remotest of areas.
Enhanced by IBM middleware, it's
transforming the very nature of
telemedicine.

A3’s Remote Patient Monitoring System - A3. CritiView Series captures various
medical parameters of a patient (e.g. ECG) with its patient side unit, and transmits
the same using wireless technology to a cloud server Criti.Serve. The cloud
server component on receiving the data, stores it and sends it to any internet
enabled device (e.g. mobile) of a doctor. This novel approach to telemedicine
comes good even in “hostile” conditions such as unreliable communication
networks, power, road conditions etc. and when there are cost constraints and/or
low skills availability. It also offers ultra reliability, precision, high speed and
extreme flexibility of operation, which are very critical for saving lives in emergency
medical situations.

Features & Functionalities:

A robust, complete mobile solution with in-built power source

Wireless monitoring, recording and analysis of patient's full 12 lead ECG

Retake and display of an expanded view of any lead for a more accurate diagnosis

A full keyboard and camera included to capture vital observational and textual

parameters

Seamless intelligent switching between the 5 different wireless
communications modalities

Email connectivity through an alternate server gives a greater degree of fault
tolerance

Operated with a battery or mains and supports “single click” video/text chat

Advanced built-in diagnostics for monitoring Heart Rate Variability for a longer
duration

LiveECG

Advanced filtering

Solar power

IBM middleware boosts the performance of Remote Patient
Monitoring System.
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A3 RMT has leveraged IBM middleware which offers the
following benefits:
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Flexibility to keep up with technological advancements
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Competent technical support in place for the platform
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This wireless diagnostic solution has been realized with the
help of IBM servers and IBM Cloud Services.

IBM Power Series SERVER with

• Communication Sever

• WAS

• Data Multiplexer

• DB2

• Hotlink to doctor

• Red Hat Linux
• Patient Data Management Software
• Diagnostics Algorithms

JSP, Python, C, Shell, Perl etc


Ultra reliability

• JSP/C/Python/Java Scripts/C++/…
• HTML/PHP Server
• Hotllinks to multiple comm. media
• Interface to other external health
management systems

GPRS/EDGE/3G/1x/Wifi
enabled

“An amazing solution...” - a Top Cardiologist, Boston, US

A3's Remote Patient Monitoring System is renowned for the integrity and precision
of the medical information it presents. This portable device captures ECG and
additional vital parameters like BP, SPo2, temperature etc. It delivers fast turnaround
time for high through-put, which is very critical in health camps. Some of the other
key benefits of this solutions include:

Critical diagnostic care can be provided to patients irrespective of distance

and time

Supports simultaneous consultation by multiple doctors and specialists as

data is online

Allows hospitals to prepare in advance to receive and evaluate the patient

Added precision and accuracy of ECG analysis even for those captured in a

moving ambulance

Guaranteed delivery in uneven wireless coverage areas

Can be operated and interpreted by paramedics with short training

Quick and cost effective operation

Timely medical care potentially leading to reduction in cardiovascular

disease-related disability or a loss of life
“The application of A3 Remote Monitoring Technologies for the insurance sector is
very important as it will eliminate the TAT time. The enhanced option of selecting a
specific lead and filtering the disturbances, if any, which can't be done in the current
conventional machines, is exceptional.”
- A Top Cardiologist, Mumbai

Why IBM?
From developing health information networks for nations around the
world to being a founding member of the Worldwide Biobank Summit,
IBM is driving innovation in the healthcare industries. IBM has solution
for hospitals and medical research centers as well as for commercial
and government plans and pharmacy benefit managers. But most
importantly, IBM offers its technology to independent software
vendors to create healthcare solutions that can play an important role
in saving lives.
Why A3 RMT?
A3 Remote Monitoring Technology (A3 RMT) is a pioneering state-ofthe-art technology company. Headquartered in India, the company
traces its genesis to the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay (IIT-B).
Today, it has created a global opportunity to radically alter the delivery
of critical life saving health care monitoring and preventive diagnostic
capabilities at an attractive price-performance point by innovative
synthesis of DSP, image processing, biomedical components,
algorithms, wireless and communication technologies. Its first set
of solutions are in the realm of wireless remote patient monitoring
developed by the best-in-class medical and technology professionals.
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